
 

20 Best Nexus 7 Covers Cases 

Posted by Jonny Greenwood on 3/5/2013 5:12:42 AM. 

Covers and cases are becoming the necessities for tablets and eReaders, girls like 

those beautiful covers to make their devices unique and eye-catching, and boys 

would choose those functional cases to enhance their tablet's capability. 

Many people may ask, do I really need a cover or case? In my private point of 

view, yes you do. A distinctive cover can make your tablet outstanding among all 

these gadgets, and they can also protect your tablet from scratches and damage 

as much as they can. For those people who use a tablet to handle official 

bussiness, a case with keyboard will drastically improve your productivity. 

Here we've found 20 Cool Nexus 7 cases and covers for you, and many of 

them are also suitable for Kindle Fire, Kindle Fire HD, Kobo Vox, Kobo Arc, Nook 

HD, Samsung Galaxy Tab, etc.: 
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This case is one of the Verso Artist Series, called Say Yes. The material of this 

case is suede-like soft stuff, the sturdy and tight trim design protects your Nexus 

7 pretty well from any damage. This case fits various kinds of tablets and costs 

you $39.99, if you are interested in it, click here to know more details and buy it. 
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https://plus.google.com/u/0/110759717610391780830
http://www.lightwedge.com/Shop/Google-Nexus-7-cover/Verso-Artist-Series-Say-Yes-Medium_2
http://www.epubor.com/


 

This case is also from the Verso Artist Series, it is called Swedish Wonder 

Stand-Up Cover. Besides all the advantages of the previous case, it can also 

help your Nexus 7 stand up just like the iPad smart cover, but with only one 

angle. Click here to buy it and see more details. 
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Another case from the Verso Artist Series and the name is Cities By Sharyn 

Sowell. Sharyn Sowell is an artist who focus on calligraphy and intricate paper 
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http://www.lightwedge.com/Shop/Google-Nexus-7-cover/Verso-Artist-Series-Swedish-Wonder-Medium_2


cutting. This cover is inspired by the roses in her garden and her calligraphy, the 

price is also $39.99, buy it here. 
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Among those modern and colorful cases, I personnaly think this antique cover is 

just damn cool. It makes me feel like luxury, classic, and vintage style. When you 

put your Nexus 7 with this case on your bookshelf, it mixed with those books so 

naturally. Click here to get this fabulous cover. 
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http://www.lightwedge.com/Shop/Google-Nexus-7-cover/Verso-Artist-Series-Covers-Cities-by-Sharyn-Sowell
http://www.lightwedge.com/Shop/Google-Nexus-7-cover/Verso-Prologue-Antique-Cover-Size-E-Tan


 

This Verso Versailles Damask Cover perfectly mixed vintage with fashion. The 

material feels like woven fabric but won't leave you with a sense of cheap. The 

traditional damask pattern just like drawing on the smooth canvas, it fixed your 

tablet or e-reader with rubber band in 4 corners, which make it suitable for nearly 

all the 7-inch devices. You can buy it with $34.99 in this page. 
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http://www.lightwedge.com/Shop/Google-Nexus-7-cover/Versailles-Damask-Cover_2


Everyone on this planet know this landmark of New York City. It is a symbol of 

hope, liberty, freedom, and peace. The viewing angle of this photo even 

emphasizes the grandeur of this great statue. Spend $19.99 you can get it. 
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With so many colorful cases, I bet some Misters are complaining why I don't 

recommend a case that fits their identities. Here is it, the V.I.P. Executive Cover. 

The outside of this case uses deluxe soft italian fabric, and the metal dual zippers 

can easily close the case and protect your Nexus 7 to every inch. Click here to get 

more information. 
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http://www.lightwedge.com/s.nl?sc=7&category=59811&it=A&id=2337&fromsla=T
http://www.lightwedge.com/Shop/Google-Nexus-7-cover/Verso-V-I-P-Executive-Cover_2


 

This case is made from brown wool, there is a zipper on the top to close the case 

for protection. However, it's worth mentioning this case offers you 3 external 

pockets, you can see 2 of them from the photo above, and there is another big 

pocket with a zipper in the back. Available for Nexus 7 and Nexus 10, you can get 

it with $38.00. 
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http://www.etsy.com/listing/118218297/mens-google-tablet-case-nexus-7-or-10
http://www.etsy.com/listing/118218297/mens-google-tablet-case-nexus-7-or-10
http://www.etsy.com/listing/118218297/mens-google-tablet-case-nexus-7-or-10


 

This series of Nexus 7 cases are hand-made and they are pretty simple to use, 

the minimal design concept delivers the sense of elegant. You can see all the 

advantages of this case from the photo, soft, warm, colorful, and dynamic. The 

additional pocket is big enough for a notebook or a headphone. Considering the 

price of $18.00, this is case can be your pick. 
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http://www.etsy.com/listing/118116814/nexus-7-case-cover-sleeve-handmade-with


 

Another Nexus 7 and iPad Mini case with minial design concept. Handmade from 

wool textile and cotton lining, choose a light-brown sand color, the red strap is a 

perfect finishing touch. This case's structure makes it suitable for all the 7-inch 

devices, and sells for $25.35. 
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http://www.etsy.com/listing/103607960/nexus-7-pouch-ipad-mini-case-light-brown


 

This stand case is pretty cute, it is designed for all the 7-inch device although the 

photo takes a Kindle as example. When you are not using your tablet, you can 

put it in the big pocket just like the photo shows, and when you want to use it, 

embed your Nexus 7 into the other side with the 4 corners and stand it up. You 

cat-lovers can't miss this one. 
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http://www.etsy.com/listing/111526561/kindle-case-cover-kindle-stand-case-nook


 

This Nexus 7 cover with an octupus pattern is made from 100% genuine leather, 

of course the price won't be cheap, it sells for $59.99. For your information, this 

cover allows you to customize your own cover with 12 types of font to print the 

words you want on the cover. And there are 4 colors available: antique, black, 

brown and tan. 
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http://www.etsy.com/listing/111814800/google-nexus-7-octopus


 

This is more than just a Nexus 7 sleeve, it's an Essentials Kit, including a soft 

suede-like material sleeve, a pair of earbuds and a stylus which can directly use 

on your Nexus 7. Such a versatile and powerful toolkit only costs you $39.99, 

here is the order page. 
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http://www.incipio.com/cases/tablet-cases/google-nexus-7-cases/google-nexus-7-essentials-kit.html


 

If you are weary of those square shaped cases and covers, you can consider this 

streamline desiged Nexus 7 sleeve. The neoprene material makes it pretty easy 

to clean while keeping a good protection for your tablet. $29.99 at M-Edge. 
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This case is from a famous brand in tablet case industry, DODOcase. As a high-

end brand, their cases are selling for over $50 on average. No exception for this 

Nexus 7 case with the price of $59.95. But it does worth the money, the 

engadget says it is the Rolls Royce in tablet cases. 
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http://www.medgestore.com/products/uni-pop.psp?device=nexus7
http://www.dodocase.com/products/dodocase-classic-for-nexus-7-cases
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A typical style of GelaSkin gadget cases which mixs the wall paper with the case's 

pattern. And this Pink Triangle Nexus 7 case is created by Melanie Mikecz, an 

artist from San Francisco. You can download the matching wallpaper on the order 

page, the price of this case is $29.95. 
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http://www.gelaskins.com/store/tablets_and_ereaders/Google_Nexus_7/Pink_Triangle


 

The highlight of this case is 4 adjustable angle for both Portrait and Landscape 

view, and the magnetic cover trim works perfectly with the wake up feature on 

Nexus 7. And from the reviews I see some people are reporting the magnet will 

cause the disability of the compass apps. This case is from i-BLASON and you can 

purchse it on Amazon with $19.98. 
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http://www.amazon.com/i-BLASON-Detachable-Landscape-Portrait-Function/dp/B008GFVF3M/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1346770879&sr=8-3&keywords=i-blason+nexus+7


This case is from Caseble and hand-crafted in Brooklyn, NY from recycled 

materials. You can design your own Nexus 7 case on their website, you can 

choose the base color, upload the photo you want to print on, and text some 

words. The case in the photo is designed by the shop. You can choose what you 

like and they are in the same price $44.90. 
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This case sports a simple and classy design made from synthetic leather, and the 

interior is lined with non-scratch material so you don't need to worry about any 

damages. Simply insert your Nexus 7 in the open pocket and secure it in place 

with the velcro flap. This case has a magnetic flap closure and a built-in smart 

holder for stylus/pen. $9.99 at Amazon, what a deal! 
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http://www.caseable.com/google-nexus-7/Joy-StClaire-Art/cofer-family
http://www.amazon.com/Fintie-Rotating-Leather-Automatic-Feature/dp/B008XCX5A4/ref=sr_1_49?ie=UTF8&qid=1362469086&sr=8-49&keywords=nexus+7+case


Almost forget to recommend you the Nexus 7 case with a bluetooth keyboard. 

Because of the Nexus 7's size, you may feel the keys are too small and closed 

and causes mistypying sometimes. After a period of time's practise, you can type 

on this keyboard smoothly. $21.95 at Amazon. 

 

This PDF is generated upon http://www.epubor.com/best-nexus-7-covers-

cases.html, the original author is Epubor. 
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http://www.amazon.com/Exact-Bluetooth-Keyboard-Rubberized-Non-Slip/dp/B00AD9RLJ6/ref=sr_1_111?ie=UTF8&qid=1362469314&sr=8-111&keywords=nexus+7+case
http://www.epubor.com/best-nexus-7-covers-cases.html
http://www.epubor.com/best-nexus-7-covers-cases.html
http://www.epubor.com/



